
SILICON VALLEY SAND HILL ROAD VENTURE CAPITALISTS
SEEM TO ALL BE SICK SEX PERVERTS

 



Farhad and Mike's Week in Tech: Sex Scand…
Dec 01, 2017 · Silicon Valley's Sex Scandals. Farhad: O.K., let's
talk about the tech industry.Let's start with this week's episode of
Problematic Men. A report by The Information found that Andy
Rubin, a former Google executive who was one of the founders of
Android, was the subject of an internal investigation at the search
company that found he had ...

Sehttps://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/01/technology/far…
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The history of sexual harassment scandals i…
The floodgates of Silicon Valley have ... Here is a rundown of the
current sexual harassment scandals rocking Silicon Valley, ...
Tech founder and VC sex ...

Sehttps://www.businessinsider.com/sexual-harassment…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Jul 27, 2018 · Mike Cagney lost his job as chief executive of Social
Finance after a board investigation into sexual misconduct. Some
of those board members have since funded his next venture.

Sehttps://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/technology/sex…
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'Boys will be boys' gets a new spin in Silicon …
Jul 21, 2017 · 'Boys will be boys' gets a new spin
in Silicon Valley sexism scandal. ... propositions for sex by
venture ... Silicon Valley has responded to ...
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Silicon Valley VC resigns over sexual harass…
Jun 26, 2017 · Sexual harassment scandal: Silicon Valley VC
resigns over claims ... Silicon ValleyVC sues anonymous blogger
... raped several others in bondage sex encounters ...

Sehttps://www.mercurynews.com/2017/06/26/sexual-h…
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Silicon Valley's Strangest Sex Scandal Gets …
Ellen Pao, the Kleiner Perkins investment partner who is suing the
firm for sexual harrassment says she has been fired from the firm.
Meet All The Players In The Kleiner Sex Scandal That's
Rocking Silicon Valley >

Sehttps://www.sfgate.com/technology/businessinsider/…
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Another VC bites the dust: will sex scandals …
Does this mark a new wave of sex scandals in tech? ... high-
profile Silicon Valley investor Shervin Pishevar announced that
he would "end his association" with ...

Sehttps://thehustle.co/shervin-pishevar-leaving-sherpa-…
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#MeToo: Sexual Harassment Rallying Cry Hi…
Already grappling with how to fix its bro culture, women
in Silicon Valley are now standing up to say #MeToo.
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India Is Trying to Avoid Silicon Valley-Style S…
Jul 31, 2017 · As a spate of sexual
harassment scandals rock Silicon Valley, half a world away in
Bangalore startups are developing plans and strategies to avoid a
similar disaster.

Sehttps://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-3…
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Silicon Valley's Problematic Sex Parties On …
Silicon Valley's Problematic Sex Parties On Blast In ...
given Silicon Valley's history of gender ... The biggest tech sexual
misconduct scandal to unfold last ...

Sehttps://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/silicon-valley-s…
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500 Startups founder quits over sex harass…
Jul 03, 2017 · SAN FRANCISCO — In the latest job-ending sexual
harassment scandal to hit SiliconValley, the founder of a
prominent global startup accelerator and venture capital firm
resigned Monday after admitting "I'm a creep." Dave McClure, who
helped launch 500 Startups, quit two days after he ...

Sehttps://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/03/im-a-cre…
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Silicon Valley's drug-fueled, secret sex partie…
Jan 06, 2018 · Silicon Valley's drug-fueled, secret ... Yet merely
exposing scandals may not ... Sexual exploitation is unlikely to
stop with drug-and-sex parties in ...

Sefoxnews.com/opinion/2018/01/06/silicon-valleys-dru…
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"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside Si…
Some of the most powerful men in Silicon Valley are regulars at
exclusive, drug-fueled, sex-laced parties—gatherings they
describe not as scandalous, or even secret, but as a bold,
unconventional lifestyle choice.

Sehttps://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-sil…
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Inside the $40 Million Sexual-Assault Case …
Inside the $40 Million Sexual-Assault Case
Rocking Silicon Valley; Email. ... Silicon Valley Inside the $40
Million Sexual-Assault Case Rocking ... Recipe For Scandal.
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Silicon Valley Star Lands New Job a Month …
A little more than one month after a sexual
harassment scandal threatened to sink
a Silicon Valleysuperangel, Keith Rabois has landed a new gig
that puts him not too far from his old one. A charter member of the
PayPal mafia, Rabois is joining Silicon Valley venture capital firm
Khosla Ventures as ...

Sehttps://www.wired.com/2013/02/keith-rabois-khosla-…
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Silicon Valley Sex Scandal by Ryan Field - G…
Silicon Valley Sex Scandal has 4 ratings and 1 review. Mnix said:
Profits from the lovemetender.com site turned Shannon Winn into
an overnight, self made...

Sehttps://www.goodreads.com/book/show/21326035-si…
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Silicon Valley venture capitalist forced to quit…
Judge refuses to throw out sex ... One of Silicon Valley's top ...
Aubrey O'Day announces Danity Kane reunion tour after Donald
Trump Jr. affair scandal ...

Sedailymail.co.uk/news/article-3492120/Silicon-Valley-…
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'Silicon Valley' Clowns Facebook for Russian…
"Silicon Valley" got in on the Facebook-bashing this week,
tweaking its intro to show the social network's logo in Russian

Sehttps://www.thewrap.com/silicon-valley-hbo-clowns-f…
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Sex and Silicon Valley: the veritable arms ra…
Jun 22, 2014 · 'The startup mentality of perpetually seeking the
next new thing influences dating habits,' said Eric Barry, a former
part-time sex worker. Silicon Valley has long attracted young
entrepreneurs and software engineers with the promise of wealth.
Now it shimmers with an additional appeal: sex. The ...

Sehttps://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/22/sex-…
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Sex harassment scandal scoops up Silicon …
Google's Alphabet hit by Europe's other GDPR: Global Domination
= Profit Reduction Analysis The rolling saga of rich and powerful
men being identified as serial sexual harassers has returned
to Silicon Valley, having spent a few week slicing through
Hollywood. Now it's scooped up another well-known ...

Sehttps://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/10/23/robert_sco…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Apart from Mr. Cagney, 47, other Silicon Valley entrepreneurs
and investors who lost their jobs in the #MeToo movement are
also rebounding. Steve Jurvetson, an investor who left his venture
firm DFJ last fall amid an investigation into inappropriate
workplace conduct, is back with a new investment fund.

Sehttps://thedusknews.com/sex-scandal-toppled-a-silic…
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Silicon Valley Sex Parties: Emily Chang's Br…
An excerpt of Emily Chang's new book Brotopia: Breaking Up the
Boys' Club of Silicon Valley, details drug-fueled, sex parties.

Sefortune.com/2018/01/02/brotopia-book-silicon-valley…
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Silicon Valley venture capitalist resigns amid…
Another sex harassment scandal just took down one
of Silicon Valley's best-known venture capitalists. Steve
Jurvetson, who made a fortune selling Hotmail to Microsoft in the
early days of the consumer web, and went on to invest heavily in
Tesla and SpaceX, is leaving legendary VC firm Draper ...

Sehttps://news.vice.com/en_us/article/mb99w8/silicon-…
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In search of: A Silicon Valley scandal, juicy a…
Silicon Valley startup fratters trading night clubbing for baby seal
clubbing? ... When it comes to sex scandals, we have even more
work to do.
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Silicon Valley Reeling After 24 Female ... - In…
Silicon Valley Reeling After 24 Female Entrepreneurs Speak Out
About Sexual ... The scandalspreads. ... More from Inc.
Sponsored Business Content; CHANNELS. STARTUP.
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Bad Boy Billionaires: Silicon Valley Sex Sca…
Bad Boy Billionaires: Silicon Valley Sex Scandal - Kindle edition
by Ryan Field. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device,
PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking
and highlighting while reading Bad Boy
Billionaires: Silicon Valley Sex Scandal.
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Sex worker trade booming in Silicon Valley - …
Jul 10, 2014 · With money flowing from the tech industry, business
is booming for sex workers in Silicon Valley.
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Sequoia Capital partner quits Silicon Valley fi…
Mar 14, 2016 · San Jose in Silicon Valley, where Sequoia Capital
partner Michael Goguen has quit over claims he abused a woman
for 13 years. Photograph: Aerial Archives / Alamy Stock Ph/Alamy
Stock Photo A partner at Sequoia Capital has left the
renowned Silicon Valley venture capital firm days after a lawsuit
was ...
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Diversity firms see surge in demand after ye…
After a year of sexual harassment allegations that
rocked Silicon Valley, many employers in the region are seeking
help from consulting firms that help companies achieve greater
diversity among their workforces. But those firms say that they are
turning many new clients down — and it's not just ...

Sehttps://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/01/…
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Silicon Valley sexual harassment scandal sp…
Silicon Valley sexual harassment scandal ... issued a public
apology as Silicon Valley's widening sexual
harassment scandal exposes ... not about sex, ...

Sehttps://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/94300223/silicon-…
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Ed Schultz: Silicon Valley Caught In Sex Traf…
This is big, Ed Schultz reports on the
latest sex trafficking scandal you don't want to miss!
Tags: Silicon Valley, Google, sex trafficking, California, Trump
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Horrific Sexual Abuse Allegations Brought A…
Horrific Sexual Abuse Allegations Brought
Against Silicon Valley Mogul ... The suit alleges he forced her to
have sex multiple times a day and brutalized her during ...
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Meet All The Players In The Kleiner Sex Sca…
Meet All The Players In The Kleiner Sex Scandal That's
Rocking Silicon Valley. ... everyone in Silicon Valley ... Pao
alleged that Nazre pressured her to have sex ...
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Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex P…
Silicon Valley parties get an R-17 rating in a new exposé by
author Emily Chang. In an excerpt of her book Brotopia in Vanity
Fair , Chang writes about the prevalence of parties where sex...

Senewser.com/story/253597/silicon-valleys-not-so-hidd…
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Gender Bias Scandals in Silicon Valley Sign…
Gender Bias Scandals in Silicon Valley Signal ... profanity-
infused e-mail from Kalanick to employees outlining rules
for sex ... Gender Bias Scandals in Silicon ...
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Five Silicon Valley investors accused of sexu…
Chris Sacca of Lowercase Capital is one of
five Silicon Valley tech investors accused of sexual harassment
by multiple women in the ... enrages sex abuse ...

Sedailymail.co.uk/news/article-4656190/Five-Silicon-V…
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Silicon Valley Uncovered: 'Brotopia' Lifts Lid …
High-profile investors, executives and technology founders
in Silicon Valley take part in monthly "drug-heavy, sex-heavy"
parties.
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Sex harassment scandal scoops up Silicon …
UK comms revenues reach all-time low of £54.7bn, as internet kills
the TV star In short, as with the broader conversation over sexual
harassment this month, a huge number of angry opinions have
been vented but with very little effort put into understanding the
issue and how to tackle it. There have ...
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Wikipedia icon's Silicon Valley sex scandal - …
WIKIPEDIA co-founder Jimmy Wales is at the centre of
a Silicon Valley sex scandal after a former lover began
auctioning clothes he left at her apartment on eBay.
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When startups step in it: Silicon Valley deals,…
Can tech shed its bro culture? Scandals from Silicon Valley say
"not yet."

Sehttps://www.cnet.com/news/silicon-valley-tech-scand…
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Silicon Valley Subdued at Clinton Visit / Sca…
President Clinton returns for Democratic fund raising
in Silicon Valley today amid signs that the wealth of support he
once enjoyed from high-tech executives has been eroded by the
White House sex scandal.

Sehttps://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Silicon-Valle…
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Scandal Moves From Hollywood To Silicon V…
Scandal Moves From Hollywood To Silicon Valley: Google Affairs
Unfold From Co ... Silicon Valleytop dog Google is ... she was
"more into sex than love ...

Sehttps://www.inquisitr.com/4654593/scandal-moves-fr…
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Sex scandal toppled a Silicon Valley chief. In…
The two SoFi board members who funded Mr. Cagney's new
company were David Chao of DCM Ventures and Steve Anderson
of Baseline Ventures. They have both left SoFi's board.

Sehttps://www.biedex.nl/sex-scandal-toppled-a-silicon-…
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Elon Musk once attended alleged Silicon Val…
Elon Musk attended a Silicon Valley bash that has been
described as a "sex party" in Emily Chang's upcoming book
"Brotopia." A woman dubbed Jane Doe claimed to Chang that she
was stroked and given molly during a "cuddle puddle" at the party,
attended by several titans of tech. We're ...

Sehttps://pagesix.com/2018/01/11/elon-musk-once-atte…
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Uber scandal highlights Silicon Valley's bad …
Uber's latest scandal just highlights the problems inherent in so
many aspects of the Silicon Valleystartup scene.

Sehttps://www.computerworld.com/article/2849291/ube…
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'Silicon Valley' Star T.J. Miller Accused of Se…
Ever since his college days, allegations of sexual violence have
followed the acclaimed comic and 'Silicon Valley' actor. Now, his
accuser comes forward.

Sehttps://www.thedailybeast.com/silicon-valley-star-tj-…
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Prominent Silicon Valley investor denies he …
Silicon Valley venture capitalist Michael Goguen denies in court
papers he kept a sex slave. He says the woman accusing him, a
former girlfriend, is "a woman scorned."

Sechicagotribune.com/business/ct-silicon-valley-invest…
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Sex Valley: Tech's booming prostitution trade
Silicon Valley's sex trade is doing better than ever, but clients
and prostitutes worry that the loss of the MyRedbook social
network impacts their safety.

Sehttps://money.cnn.com/2014/07/11/technology/silico…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
SAN FRANCISCO — Last September, the board of the online
lending company Social Finance ousted its chief executive, Mike
Cagney, after questions about sexual misconduct.

Sehttps://coderedpolitics.com/sex-scandal-toppled-a-sil…
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Sex scandal toppled a Silicon Valley chief. In…
Technology; Sex scandal toppled a Silicon Valley chief. Investors
say, so what?

Selatestglobalnewstoday.com/2018/07/28/sex-scandal-…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Home Technology Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief.
Investors Say, So What? SexScandal Toppled
a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors Say, So What?

Selivenewscity.com/2018/07/sex-scandal-toppled-a-sili…
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New 'Brotopia' book goes inside secret drug …
The entrepreneurial environment around Silicon Valley has
helped create ... book goes inside secret drug and sex-fueled ...
this isn't a scandal or ...

Sehttps://www.geekwire.com/2018/new-brotopia-book-…
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Silicon Valley billionaire charged with 'massi…
Now to new fallout for former silicon valley superstar Elizabeth
Holmes founded a company that claimed to ... Legislators pledge
action amid church sex abuse scandal.

Sehttps://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/silicon-val…
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Silicon Valley's diversity efforts get mired in s…
What's the latest percentage of white men graduating ready to
enter Silicon Valley and other technical Areas compared to
women and other minorities....

Sehttps://www.resetera.com/threads/silicon-valleys-div…
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HBO's Silicon Valley is struggling to stay rele…
As the real Silicon Valley faces the ... and sexual
harassment scandals, ... the way the AI lab's founder treated his
robot creation — like a sex ...

Sehttps://www.theverge.com/2018/5/1/17307294/hbo-s…
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Tom Perkins: 6 Things to Know About the Ve…
The venture capitalist who set the tone for
modern Silicon Valley died ... Everyday Money; SiliconValley; ...
from Hewlett-Packard's board after a spying scandal.

Setime.com/money/4364150/tom-perkins-scandal-silic…
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Sexual harassment scandal: Silicon Valley V…
SAN FRANCISCO >> In the latest sexual harassment scandal to
shake Silicon Valley, the co-founder of a venture capital firm
resigned this week after six women accused him of making
unwelcome advances ranging from late-night texts to groping.

Sesantacruzsentinel.com/article/NE/20170626/NEWS/…
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'Sex Party' or 'Nerds on a Couch?' A Night in…
Two people familiar with one of the parties—including one who
attended—tell WIRED it was hosted by ... If there are 'sex parties'
in Silicon Valley, I haven ...

Sehttps://www.wired.com/story/sex-party-or-nerds-on-a…
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'Silicon Valley' Just Called Out Facebook for …
'Blockers' Is More Than a Teen-Sex and Parental
... 'Silicon Valley' Just Called Out Facebook for Its
Russian Scandal . By ... The Silicon Valley opening ...

Sehttps://decider.com/2018/03/26/silicon-valley-facebo…
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Following Silicon Valley VC harassment sca…
As sexual harassment scandals rock the Silicon Valley, this
Stanford University course is seeing increased attention from
business students.

Sehttps://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/07/…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors Say, So
What? Mike Cagney lost his job as chief executive of Social
Finance after a board investigation into sexual misconduct.

Sehttps://hash.coingigant.com/sex-scandal-toppled-a-s…
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Amanda Crew - Wikipedia
She is best known for portraying Monica Hall on the HBO
sitcom Silicon Valley ... Amanda Crew was ... Crew landed her
first lead role in the teen road comedy Sex ...
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Why Is Silicon Valley So Awful to Women? - …
Why Is Silicon Valley So Awful to Women? ... Silicon Valley is
populated with progressive, ... a complex scandal involving much
gender-related ugliness.

Sehttps://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/…
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Wall Street and high-tech sex harassment sc…
The Harvey Weinstein sex abuse scandal has returned the
spotlight to earlier cases on Wall Street and in Silicon Valley. Big
Wall Street firms have settled sex discrimination cases in the last
20 years for tens of millions of dollars.

Selatimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-harassment...
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The scandals of IT: Tech's year-long bumpy r…
The scandals of IT: Tech's year-long bumpy ride ... scandals that
swept through Hollywood and Silicon Valley will ... over there?
The sex scandal ...

Sehttps://www.computerworld.com/article/3247647/it-in…
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Sexual harassment in tech: Women tell their …
It was the decision to go public — and have their names attached
to the accusations — that set off a firestorm in Silicon Valley. ...
without having sex with ...

Sehttps://money.cnn.com/technology/sexual-harassme…
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Apart from Mr. Cagney, 47, other Silicon Valley entrepreneurs
and investors who lost their jobs in the #MeToo movement are
also rebounding. Steve Jurvetson, an investor who left his venture
firm DFJ last fall amid an investigation into inappropriate
workplace conduct, is back with a new investment fund.
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Silicon Valley property featuring burned hom…
A recent listing featuring a burned-out home in Silicon Valley has
sparked ... Colombians urged to stop having sex because it
... Scandals Opinion
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Farhad and Mike's Week in Tech: Sex Scand…
in News Farhad and Mike's Week in
Tech: Sex Scandals and Silicon Valley |TTI. by
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Hollywood sex scandal - latest news, breaki…
All the latest breaking news on Hollywood sex scandal. ... The
former Silicon Valley actor was also accused of punching the
woman. Culture;
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Sexual harassment and misconduct allegatio…
An investigation by Ronan Farrow alleges multiple instances of
sexual misconduct by CBS ... Silicon Valley. Steve ...
Pennsylvania priests sex abuse scandal. Play Video.

Sehttps://www.cbsnews.com/feature/sexual-harassme…
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Opposition to Gender Equality is Rising in Sil…
In recent years, Silicon Valley has struggled to respond to a
bruising series of sex scandals, to tone down what's sometimes
seen as a childish "tech bro" culture, and to rebalance a workforce
in which as few as one-fourth of technical jobs are held by women.
But some workers in the Valley ...
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25 ways Silicon Valley resembles the former …
Silicon Valley, of course, is run by ... even while the U.S. media
censors all the vaccine scandalscovered up by ... Atrazine
herbicide is a "sex-changing weed ...

Sehttps://www.naturalnews.com/2018-07-10-25-ways-s…
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Silicon Valley played by a different set of rule…
Silicon Valley played by a ... overwhelmingly passed the Fight
Online Sex ... weather scandals such as Facebook's and cry foul
once ...
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T.J. Miller Is Leaving 'Silicon Valley' - Vulture
HBO just renewed Silicon Valley for a fifth season, but Vulture
has learned one key cast member won't be back. T.J. Miller, who
plays tech incubator/marijuana maven Erlich Bachman is leaving
the show at the end of the current season. "The producers
of Silicon Valley and T.J. Miller have mutually ...

Sevulture.com/2017/05/t-j-miller-leaving-silicon-valley...
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
Mike Cagney lost his job as chief executive of Social Finance after
a board investigation into sexual misconduct. Some of those board
members have since funded his next venture.
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. I…
The article is about sexual harassment, not sexual assault: > A
year into SoFi's life, the company's board learned about Mr.
Cagney's personal behavior.
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'Boys will be boys' gets a new spin in Silicon …
'Boys will be boys' gets a new spin
in Silicon Valley sexism scandal ... propositions for sex by
venture ... Silicon Valley has responded to tales ...

Sehttps://www.ksdk.com/article/news/nation-now/boys-…
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Silicon Valley advocacy groups say sexual h…
Silicon Valley advocacy groups say sexual harassment claims ...
sexual harassment scandals ... kevin spacey harvey
weinstein silicon valley uber sex abuse San ...

Seabc7news.com/silicon-valley-advocacy-groups-say-…
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Sex Scandal Simmered for Years Before Sili…
After weeks of growing scrutiny of alleged sex-related
improprieties involving Social Finance CEO Mike Cagney, the
start-up said he would leave as chief executive by the end of the
year and that he would step down immediately as chairman,
reports The New York Times.
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The Drug-Fueled, Sex-Laced Parties of Silic…
We typically picture the movers and shakers in Silicon Valley as
... The Drug-Fueled, Sex-Laced Parties of Silicon ... Yet merely
exposing scandals may not ...

Sehttps://www.cnsnews.com/commentary/nancy-pearc…
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HBO's 'Silicon Valley' is finally adding wome…
HBO's 'Silicon Valley' is finally ... company figuring out how to
recover from its past scandal of buying ...
Steamy sex on 'Silicon Valley'?

Sehttps://www.cnet.com/news/hbo-silicon-valley-seaso…
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Elon Musk Attended Infamous Silicon Valley …
Bloomberg reporter Emily Chang's "Brootopia" - a scathing
examination of White Male Privilege in Silicon Valley - was one of
the most talked-about tech books of last year, thanks in part to a
memorable scene that has come to
represent Silicon Valley's "bro-centric" culture, which is ...

Sehttps://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-01-11/elon-…
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Typical Silicon Valley venture capitalist accu…
Silicon Valley venture capitalist accused of using woman
as 'sex slave' for more than a decade BY Christopher
BrennanNEW YORK DAILY NEWS A Silicon Valley venture
capitalist has left his company after a woman unleashed a series
of shocking accusations, including that he kept her as a
"sex slave" for 12…

Sehttps://europetodaynews.wordpress.com/2017/02/0…
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Daily News Roundup: Can Silicon Valley CE…
Can Silicon Valley Foundation CEO Survive Scandal Over 'Toxic'
Workplace? (San Jose Mercury News). Plus, see the latest in the
Chronicle's coverage of the investigation and resignation of a top
foundation official for harassment ...

Sehttps://www.philanthropy.com/ar… More results
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